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Abstract (Eng) 
The idea of this study is to test if it is possible to use a modified Multi Critera Analysis (MCA) to 

automatically identify probable sites for roadside bombs in a country like Afghanistan. The intention 

is to create a sieving method that saves time when evaluating the threat in large areas. As the data 

available in such a country is sparse the method will be able to run on as little as a topographic map 

and a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The outline of the method is that features that construct a 

Vulnerable Point (VP) are identified on the map and then assessed by a developed formula of threat 

to see if they lie within an area where insurgents are known to operate. The result is then refined to 

show only the VPs on the road. These VPs are then converted to vector to enhance visibility at all 

scales. The constructed method does work on the data in this study but needs to be further 

evaluated on more complex data. 

Abstract (Sve) 
Idén med denna studie är att undersöka om det är möjligt att använda Multikriterieanalys (MCA) för 

att automatiskt identifiera platser som riskerar att användas för attacker med vägbomber i ett land 

som Afghanistan. Meningen är att metoden skall fungera som ett första filter och därigenom spara 

tid när stora områden måste undersökas. Eftersom de data som finns tillgängliga i den typen av land 

där hotet finns är begränsad ska utvärderingen kunna göras ifrån endast en topografisk karta och en 

digital höjdmodell (DEM). Metoden i stort går ut på att identifiera de element som skapar en Sårbar 

Punkt (VP) och utvärdera dessa genom en nyutvecklad formel för hot för att se huruvida de ligger i 

ett riskområde. Resultatet för vägar filtreras sedan ut och omvandlas till vektorformat för att 

förbättra visualiseringen i alla skalor. Metoden fungerar på de data som använts i studien men måste 

testas på större och mer komplex data. 

 

Keywords: GIS, multicriteria analysis, IED, risk, threat.
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1 Introduction 
Homemade roadside bombs, commonly known as IED (Improvised Explosive Device)( Castro 2005) 

are today the greatest threat to soldiers in Afghanistan (Wilson 2007). The Swedish mission is very 

typical for a situation where the threat of IEDs exists and will therefore be used as the setting for this 

study.  

As the name implies the IEDs are individually crafted bombs which are created by an enemy who 

does not have the access to acquire industrial military hardware, usually referred to as an insurgent. 

The easiest, and therefore most common form of attack involving IEDs is to hide it by a road travelled 

by military personnel and then detonate it as the target drives down the road (Castro 2005). 

This threat is very hard to control as the enemy is free to choose any place he finds suitable. This 

makes the threat so unspecific that it is always present and thus impedes any operation. Even though 

the endless possibilities the enemy have a certain degree of predictability as there are certain points 

that are more suitable for an attack (Castro 2005, Johansson & Lindgren, 2011). The ability to identify 

probable IED points is already well established within the Swedish military but there is still room for 

improvement and any improvements in the search for IEDs could actually mean lives saved. 

In the stage where an area is assessed prior to an operation the map already has a role in counter IED 

measures, in combination with aerial photographs (Johansson & Lindgren, 2011). The basics of this 

assessment is to find certain spatial features that make a point suitable for an attack, usually by 

manually viewing aerial photographs. This process is however very time consuming and the areas 

that have to be evaluated are very large. Therefore a tool that could bring out the areas that are 

most crucial would be useful as the searchers then could give these areas priority and thus bring up 

efficiency. 

Therefore the aim of this study is to find a realistic method that automatically can expose possible 

IED sites using small scale map material. In order to achieve this the following questions will have to 

be addressed: 

 What kind of data could be available in a mission area? 

 Which factors mark a point suitable for an IED attack? 

 Which of these factors can be found in the available data? 

 How can these factors be combined to find a probable bomb site? 

 How should the result be presented? 

Unfortunately there are no earlier studies of the specific subject and thus the available literature will 

only be useful to limited extent. The Swedish army has agreed to provide support in questions 

concerning IEDs and data used today. 

The study will concentrate on finding a simple, realistic base method and will therefore not dig 

deeper into detailed side issues as resolution, raster/vector conversion and threat leveling than 

necessary. Nor will it try to handle the threat of IEDs in urban areas as it is such a complex 

environment that the results from such a simple analysis would be seriously misleading. Furthermore 

the result will only cover the roads as this is where the main threat is and an analysis of the full area 

would be difficult to use when assessing the roads only. As the Swedish forces use ArcMap as their 

main software this method will be developed entirely in ArcMap 10.   
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2 Military background 
Where nothing else is stated this section is based on an interview with Major Johnny Nilsson, a 

counter IED expert of the Swedish army together with the relevant parts of a paper describing the 

methodology of roadside IED search (Johansson & Lindgren, 2011). 

2.1 IED 
As an IED is an individually crafted bomb there is no way to say exactly how a bomb is constructed. 

Most IEDs do however consist of two basic components, an explosive body and a detonator. The 

typical explosive body is salvaged military munitions like an artillery shell or a larger mine and does 

not have a major impact on bomb placement. The detonator however is the component that decides 

the usage of the bomb and thereby decides the factors for a suitable location. Therefore IEDs are 

usually classified after the type of detonator. The following types of detonators are the most 

common in IEDs.  

2.1.1 Pressure plate 

The simplest type of IED is an IED detonated by a pressure plate, much like a traditional mine. When 

a vehicle passes over and presses the plate down the detonator is triggered. It could be that a circuit 

is closed or a spring is released etc. A device triggered by pressure plate has the main disadvantage 

that at least the pressure plate needs to be placed on the road. This means that it either has to be 

laid down visible on the surface or dug down creating a mark on the surface. 

2.1.2 Remote controlled with wire 

To avoid the problem of components visible on the surface the IED can be detonated from afar by an 

operator connected to the bomb by wire. This is still a simple solution that gives the operator the 

option to choose a specific target but also requires timing. The first weakness is the wire that needs 

to be hidden which poses a problem as it is usually quite long. This means that the preferred site is a 

place with a hedge or other linear feature that can be used to conceal the wire. The second problem 

is that the operator needs to be in sightline of the placing, preferably close by at a place where he 

has a good overview. 

2.1.3 Remote controlled cordless  

The most advanced type of IED is the cordlessly triggered bomb. This can be achieved by connecting 

the detonator to a cellular phone or other wireless device. The cordless IED has the major advantage 

that there is no need for visible parts. The only requirement is that the operator has to be within 

sight and know how long delay the triggering has. 

In addition to the given terrain elements there are also the behavioral spatial patterns and the aims 

of the insurgents. To target soldiers there is a need to find places where soldiers are present and 

vulnerable. Within the Swedish military there is a triangle of threat factors used to describe the IED 

threat (fig 1). Points fulfilling a suitable combination of these requirements are referred to as 

Vulnerable Points (VP).  An area containing several VPs is referred to as a Vulnerable Area (VA). As 

this is a spatial study it will concentrate on that which in the triangle is called Ground. 
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Figure 1 - The three components of the IED threat. 

The Swedish counter IED experts have defined the a list of typical VPs shown in table 1.  

Table 1 - Vulnerable points. 

Channeling terrain. Points where the vehicle is forced to pass, such as a narrow mountain pass or 
water ford. 

Bridges. No alternative passages and a vulnerable structure where it is possible to hide a bomb  

Linear Features. Good opportunities to hide wiring. 

Water drums. A quick and easy way to get a charge underneath the road. There is also often a ditch 
towards the drum, which is useful to hide wiring in. 

Forced speed reduction. Any place where the vehicle is forced to slow down gives the operator of a 
remote detonated IED more time to hit the target. 

Crossroads. Vehicles usually stop, or if not it, at least slows down. 

Popular stopping points. Places that are frequently used to have a break in driving or preparing for 
action.  

Places of intervention. Places that are of interest for the Swedish forces to visit, like a Forward 
Observation Base, an obvious VP or a hideout. 

Earlier command points. Where the counter IED team has deployed to handle a VP further up the 
road. 

Parked vehicles. It is possible to prepare the whole device at home and easily place it by parking the 
vehicle. 

2.2 Military GIS 
Geographical analysis has a strong tradition within the military and methods have existed long before 

the arrival of computerized GIS. Today the majority of the spatial IED analysis is done in the head of 

the analyst and does not leave any material especially usable for visualization.  The main predecessor 

GIS is the method of placing transparent films over a paper map. This is still often the preferred way 

of using geographical information in the field as it is light, durable and works without electricity. At 

units where these aspects are not of major concern the computerized GIS plays an ever increasing 

role but it is still necessary to keep in mind that many of the processes and working methods still 

originates from the transparent film era (Swann, 1999).  
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One such process is the Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB), which is used to analyze the 

environment and threat in a geographic area (Department of the Army, 1994). This method is divided 

into four major steps. 

Step 1: Define the Battlefield Environment. This step focuses on evaluating the Area of Interest (AOI) 

and the terrain features that could influence friendly and enemy Course of Action (COA). As these are 

established the need of further data will also be apparent.  

Step 2: Describe the Battlefield’s Effects. This step handles the consequences of step one. What 

limitations and possibilities do these features in this AOI pose for us and our opponent? 

Step 3: Evaluate the Threat. To know how the terrain features affects the enemy COA there is a need 

to know you enemy. A certain person or organizations tend to solve similar problems in a similar 

way. Over time this reveals a pattern of actions usually referred to as Modus Operandi (MO). 

Steg 4: Determine Threat COAs /Threat Integration. In this final step the MO of the enemy is applied 

onto the effective terrain and the result shows the enemy’s probable alternatives. Usually a number 

of these alternatives are considered in order to find the most probable COA and the worst case 

scenario. 

This process does have many similarities to the Multi Criteria Analysis (MCA). As a mirror image the 

MCA could also be described in four steps. 

Step 1: Data acquisition. Determine the interesting spatial features and collect the relevant data in 

the AOI. When attacking with an armored battalion and locating a hospital there is a need to 

consider the geographical location. The only difference is that they are dependent on different 

features. 

Step 2: Evaluate the Environment. Display the implications of the environment by manipulating the 

original data. Typical actions are adding buffers and eliminating areas of no interest. To build a 

hospital on boggy ground is inadvisable, so is attacking with tanks. 

Step 3: Assigning weights. The importance of the different factors could be said to be determined by 

the analysts MO. It is more important for a hospital to be well connected to the population than 

being placed in a trendy area. The tanks are more concerned with finding continuous good cover 

than finding the shortest path. 

Step 4: Running the analysis. Combining the factors produces a map of the most suitable places to 

build a hospital. Combining features with the enemy MO gives the most probable COA. 

Based on this MCA seems to be a suitable process to use as the foundation of an IED searching 

method. 

Another problem is the visualization of the result. In order to be useful at any operational level there 

is a need to sort out the vital information, in this case the roads. Therefore a way to extract the 

results covering the roads is crucial to the method. 
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3 Litterature study 
The specific subject of MCA and IEDs is virtually new in the academic world. There is a study by 

Johnson et al. (2011) where roads are evaluated on the basis of negative aspects but in a totally 

different purpose.  The normal MCA is on the other hand extensively covered and can be found in a 

number of scientific papers, books and manuals such as Ceballos-Silva & López-Blanco (2003), Chen 

et al. (2001), Department for Communities and Local Government (2009), Jankowski (1994), 

Malczewski (1999). This study will however deviate in many ways from the standard MCA. Evaluating 

such a small area as the roads could be seen as simply adding one massive constraint layer but the 

tiny area visible creates additional problems. As no one has done a MCA and concentrated on such a 

small area before these issues will have to be solved without scientific support.  

There is a lot of litterature concerning risk management in GIS that never reflect on the actual risk 

concept, such as Chen (2001), Jaiswal (2002) and Pareschi (2000). They simply conclude in a one 

dimensional way that a higher negative factor means that the area is at greater risk. A definition of 

risk developed by Cova (1999) is a great step beyond these simple definitions that imply that a severe 

threat also necessarily means a high risk. Cova adds vulnerability to the calculation (fig 2) and defines 

risk as:  

Risk = elements at risk ∙ (hazard ∙ vulnerability)  

As a consequence the method also allows the analyst to evaluate the weaknesses in damage 

mitigation (Hallin & Olofsson, 2005, Rashed, 2003). A good example of Cova’s definition is an 

earthquake (fig 3), which by itself is no danger to anyone until it coincides with a building with bad 

structural integrity.  

 

Figure 2 - Covas risk analysis (Cova 1999). 
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Figure 3 - Example of vulnerability integrated risk (Cova 1999). 

Although the definition of risk by Cova is very useful in systems concerning natural disasters and 

manmade accidents it does lack one element which is crucial to this study, that the risk is induced by 

humans. Furthermore the hazard of IEDs does not vary in the way it does with disasters. An 

avalanche becomes a bigger threat if there is more snow and a forest fire accelerates in a slope. The 

threat of an IED is virtually independent of spatial variables but dependent on what type of explosive 

body, who made it, what materials were available at that particular time and also who placed 

it/detonated it. Considering all this it is clear that the risk is in this case has more in common with 

threat. Therefore a new definition has been developed in this study that incorporates these 

differences:  

Threat = (Vulnerability – Countermeasures) ∙ Intent 

 In this definition vulnerability does share the name with Cova but a major difference has to be 

pointed out. In a disaster the vulnerability is a measure of how well/bad that point can handle the 

effects of the disaster. In IED threat the lethality of an incident is mostly dependent on the bomb. 

The vulnerability is instead connected to how easily the troops can be targeted. A good example is a 

steep curve; the driver has to slow down which gives the man triggering the IED a longer window of 

opportunity. The vulnerability is somewhat dependent on the type of bomb. A manually triggered 

bomb is, as in the curve example, preferably placed at a slow speed stretch while a bomb detonated 

by pressure plate is better placed at a narrow passage. Countermeasures are the factors that reduce 

the vulnerability. A good example is a base; the immediate area surrounding it should be perfectly 

safe to pass. In this sense it can be seen as a constraint map. 

These two together make an IED vulnerability map. Such a map could for example be constructed 

over Gävle but alone it would be seriously misleading as there is no one with serious intent to place a 

bomb anywhere in the area, vulnerable point or not. The key to the manmade threat is the Intent to 

use these vulnerable points and the Intent should therefore be seen as a factor which turns on the 

probability of an attack. 
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4 Method 
The workflow follows four major steps, data preparation, factor creation, analysis and presentation. 

The data creation is concerned with extracting relevant information from the data, which then is 

refined in the factor creation part. Then the three elements of Threat are integrated one at the time 

in the analysis. The method will make it possible to keep the analysis of different types of IEDs 

separated. A total threat map will however be produced in the end as a conglomeration of all 

preferred sites. Finally the results for the roads are extracted and urban areas are excluded. The 

workflow in full is included in Appendix A.  

The aim of the testing environment is to resemble the realistic data as close as possible, but a major 

limitation is that all data used will be from strictly public sources. This is to avoid any legal 

complications regarding military confidentiality. Unfortunately this also limits the data available and 

thus there will be only one testing area in this initial study. 

4.1 The data to use  
To maintain credibility the study will be tied to the Swedish mission in Afghanistan in the way that no 

data will be used that does not exist or cannot be gathered there. According to Captain Karlsson of 

the Swedish GIS support there are two sources of the data used today that are relevant to this study, 

scanned Russian maps from the 1980s and vector maps of the roads at any time driven by the 

Swedish soldiers. Additional data can be used as long as there is a realistic possibility to acquire it.  

Considering all this the method is designed to work with only two basic data, a topographic map and 

a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). The data used in this study is a topographic map in scale 1:200000 

(fig 4) and an ASTER DEM with a spatial resolution of 30 meters covering the same area (fig 5). It will 

limit the possibilities but create a method that with high probability can be used in any part of the 

world. 

 

Figure 4 - The topographic map. 
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Figure 5 - The DEM. 

4.2 Factors 
 Counter IED experts have many requirements that identifies what defines the typical VP and 

deciding factors thus become a direct quest to translate these requirements into spatial information. 

This is problematic considering the complexity and vagueness of some of the requirements in 

contrast to the rudimentary data available. The question really comes down to identifying features 

available on the map that will imply these factors.  Tables 2, 3 and 4 list these features. 

Table 2 - Vulnerability. 

Factor Description Origin 

Bridges and 
culverts 

All water will be digitized into a general water class. Any 
point where a water feature meets a road is to be 
considered a VP as it has to be the site for a bridge, culvert 
or a ford, thus implying channeling terrain or a suitable 
hiding place. 

Topgraphic map 

Linear Features Unfortunately the data available for this study offers 
limited chances to identify linear features and thus it will 
have to be disregarded. This also means that it will be 
impossible to separate sites suitable for wire controlled 
IEDs from places suitable for wireless controlled IEDs.  

Unavailable 

Slope The slopes are derived from the DEM by the slope function 
in ArcMap and include all slopes greater than 5 degrees. 
These are considered speed reducing terrain. A steeper 
slope parallel to the road also provides a good place to 
hide a bomb in a way that the blast will strike the vehicles 
from the side. This could be added as an extra factor if 
desired. 

DEM 

Steep curves The curves are marked by hand and include all curves that 
are not represented by a gentle curve on the scanned map. 
A steep curve is hard to define and will be up to the 
operator to judge.  

Topographic map 
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Popular 
stopping points 

There is no routine for the Swedish forces to mark the spot 
where they stop for any reason and therefore it is not 
realistic to include it in the analysis, but to improve the 
usefulness of this method such a record should be 
achieved. 

Unavailable 

Crossroads  Crossroads will be digitalized from the topographic map by 
hand. 

Topographic map 

Earlier places of 
intervention  

These points are registered by the Swedish forces and 
therefore a layer of fictitious intervention points is used.   

Fictitious records 

Earlier incidents  These points are registered by the Swedish forces and 
therefore a layer of fictitious incidents is used. 

Fictitious records 

 

Table 3 - Countermeasures. 

Factor Description Origin 

Bases As these are manned and guarded around the clock there 
should be no opportunity to place an IED within sight range. 
This sight range is represented by a buffer of 200 meters.  

Fictitious locations 

Checkpoints Unfortunately the checkpoints manned by the afghan police 
are not trusted to the extent that they will get the status of 
full countermeasure factor. When adding the fact that they 
also attract IEDs as they are places where soldiers are 
predicted to stop, the afghan police checkpoint can be 
thought of as a place that simply evens out. There are 
however, although few, checkpoints set up by the Afghan 
National Army which are ranked at such standard that they 
can be considered to reduce the threat. These will be 
included in a fictitious layer and given a buffer of 200 
meters, partly to try the concept in case it is found to be 
useful in another area. 

Fictitious locations 

 

Table 4 - Intent. 

Factor Description Origin 

Dangerous 
person 

Many of the insurgents are actually known persons with 
approximate whereabouts. Assuming these persons have a 
limited radius of action they will be buffered by 5000 
meters. 

Fictitious locations 

Insurgent 
territory 

This data does not exist today but it is possible for the 
intelligence personnel to create such a map if instructed and 
in this study it will be represented by polygons of fictitious 
insurgent group territory. 

Fictitious locations 

Bases These are the origin and the goal of any operation bases 
tend to attract IEDs as the probability of passing soldiers is 
high. A layer of fictitious bases are included and will be 
surrounded by a 2000 meter buffer. 

Fictitious locations 

Checkpoints In the same way as the bases the checkpoints attract 
soldiers but not to the same extent and therefore it will be 
represented by a 500 meter buffer. 

Fictitious locations 
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4.3 Data preparation 
The aim is to get all factors into raster maps but before this can be done data needs to be collected 

and prepared. The data originates from three sources, the DEM, the cartographic map and fictional 

records. The study will be concentrated to an area east of Mazar-i-Sharif which is well suited as all 

map related factors are present. As the DEM is the only original raster source a clip covering the 

interesting area this will be used as environment, standardizing both extent and resolution to all 

created raster maps. This in order to avoid the problem of mismatched data. The result will be a 

series of feature maps (fig 6). 

 

Figure 6 - Three sources of data. 

4.3.1 The DEM 

The DEM is an ASTER dataset in tiff format with a spatial resolution of 30 m. The only factor to be 

derived from this layer is the steeper slopes that forces a speed reduction and this is achieved with 

the Slope function. At approximately 5 degrees the slope starts to have an effect on heavier vehicles. 

Therefore the slope is classified into two classes, slopes that reduce speed and slopes that do not (fig 

7).  

  

Figure 7 - Slopes 5 degrees or steeper. 
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4.3.2 Map data 

A number of factors can be extracted from the topographical map. These are all digitalized to vector 

form by hand (fig 8). 

 

Figure 8 - Factors derived from the map. 

4.3.3 Fictional data 

The fictional data originates from three different fictional sources, simple random location, a fictional 

log for the soldiers actions and fictional intelligence reports. The reason for this is to demonstrate 

how the method should be used at the intended data sources and as far as the features are 

concerned they are both just random locations spread out on the map where they likely would be 

likely to occur (fig 9) 

 

Figure 9 - The fictional data. 
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4.4 Factor creation 
Factor creation is all about taking the features available, refining and combining them into factors (fig 

10). The final maps will all be raster maps where active cells have a value of 1 and others 0, except 

for the constraint map which is inverse. If there is an opportunity to acquire additional data these 

can easily be integrated after being converted into the same format. 

 

Figure 10 - The factor creation process 

4.4.1 Buffering 

As the map resolution would make the point features nearly invisible they will all get a buffer of 50m 

to be visible on the map, except for the road that will remain one pixel wide. The bases and 

checkpoints will receive different larger buffers depending on their use as a positive or a negative 

point and the hostile persons will have a buffer of 5000 meters. Finally the urban areas will get a 

buffer of 100m to cover the urban fringe and roads passing close to urban areas.  

4.4.2 Conversion into raster 

As the DEM already is a raster image it does not need to be converted but the map and fictional data 

are converted into raster format with the Feature to Raster tool, creating an output with the same 

extent and resolution as the DEM. 

The Feature to Raster tool needs a value to assign to the raster cells but in this method there is no 

value that is relevant in this way and therefore all map objects are assigned their OBJECTID as value. 

The raster maps are then reclassed so that all relevant areas are 1 and other areas are 0.The zero is 

vital in this step as the default null values must be eliminated before the next step. The urban areas 

however are classed inverse as they are a constraint.  

4.4.3 Combining factormaps 

Multiple features can be relevant to a single factor and therefore these are combined using the 

Raster Calculator. As these features sometimes overlap a second reclass is needed to make sure that 

all relevant areas have the value of 1 and others are 0 (fig 11-13). 
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Figure 11 - All vulnerable areas combined. 

 

Figure 12 - Secure Areas. 
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Figure 13 - Hostile areas. 

4.5 Analysis 
The process of analysis is about integrating the factors into the Threat formula in the appropriate 

order fig (14). In this study there will be two parallel analyses, one for remote triggered IEDs and one 

for pressure plate IEDs. The reason for this is that it illustrates how it is possible to customize the 

search by selecting the appropriate factors, here illustrated by the example of pressure plate IEDs.   

 

Figure 14 - The analysis process. 
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4.5.1 Vulnerability maps 

The first step of the analysis is to create the vulnerability maps. This is done by combining the 

appropriate factors depending on the type of IED. Take the map for pressure plate IEDs in figure 15 

as an example. Of the four available factors, channeling terrain and earlier incidents are chosen as 

they are relevant. This map then has to be reclassed to make sure that the map remains a Boolean 

map. 

 

Figure 15 - Vulnerabilitymap for Pressure plate IEDs. 

4.5.2 Integration of Countermeasures 

The next element in the formula is Countermeasures which are represented by the countermeasures 

factor. These areas that are considered safe are subtracted from the vulnerability map in order to get 

a reduced vulnerability map (fig 16). 

 

Figure 16 - Reduced vulnerability map for Pressure plate IEDs. 
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4.5.3 Integration of Intent 

The final element in the formula is Intent. The Reduced vulnerability map is multiplied with the Intent 

to get a map displaying where there is vulnerability in an area where there is someone with the 

intent to make use of it (fig 17). 

 

Figure 17 - Vulnerability to Pressure plate IEDs under threat to be used. 

4.6 Presentation 
The final part of the method is where the results for the roads are extracted and made visible in an 

appropriate way (fig 18). 

 

Figure 18 - The presentation process 
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In order to extract the results covering only the roads the threat map is multiplied with the constraint 

map Road which eliminates all non road areas (fig 19). Finally the urban areas can be eliminated 

using the urban constraint map. This is not truly necessary but the IED threat in urban areas is too 

complex for the limited factors available in this study. Therefore they need to be eliminated to avoid 

giving a wrongfully accurate impression. 

 

Figure 19 - The probable sites for Pressure plate IEDs. 

When threat maps of the different types of IEDs are produced they can be combined into a total 

threat map covering all the types of IEDs. The result is however merely visible at any smaller scale 

and therefore the visualization needs to be improved to ensure visibility at all scales. This is done by 

converting the result into vector format (fig 20). 

 

Figure 20 - The final Threat converted into vector. 
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5 Results 
Figure 21 shows that the method results in a map of clearly distinguishable points mixed with a 

number of lines following the roads. Figure 22 and 23 shows the resulting VPs on top of the original 

features and table 5 displays the relation between these VPs and the features.  

 

Figure 21 - Threat along the roads. 

 

Figure 22 - The result over the original features. 
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Table 5 - VP statistics. 

Feature Number VPs %of VPs

Water (crossing) 38 18 44

Reduced speed 10 1 2,5

Crossroads 16 6 14,5

Intervention 12 1 2,5

Earlier incidents 5 2 5

Slope (on road) 531 13 31,5

Total 81 41 100  

 

Figure 23 - A close-up of an interesting area. 
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6 Discussion 
The attribute table shows that 31 out of the total 54 (57%) objects in the final vector map are shorter 

than 120 meters in length, which corresponds to the maximum of four pixels representing a buffer of 

50m at 30m resolution and thus could be considered a point. Of these objects 20 (37%) are 60m or 

shorter which would imply that they cannot be from a point on the road with a 50m buffer. A closer 

look however reveals that only two of these are not connected to any other feature. This would 

imply that the remaining 18 features are residues from problems encountered by the raster to vector 

algorithm as in figure 25. Manually counting clusters gives a number of 40 dangerous spots or 

stretches which is close to 75% of the original 54 objects.  

 

Figure 24 cluster of six features clearly representing the same point. 

Examining each VP with respect to the original features reveals some interesting patterns (fig 22). 

The most obvious is that the road that climbs the lower middle is virtually fully covered for 3km and 

then does not display any VP for the remaining stretch even though the terrain is identical. On the 

positive side it is a prime example of how the visualization shows an obvious larger area containing 

an IED threat and separates it from identical areas that lacks the threat. But from a negative view it 

must be mentioned that it means that the estimation of the intent factor is vital for the reliability of 

the whole result. Furthermore it can also be distracting the user from other areas where several 

factors coincide to create a very suitable VP like the area in figure 23 where several factors come 

together to form a series of VPs on the road right between a base and the major road.  

Looking at the statistics over the VPs found it is clear that the slope and water crossings are the two 

major contributors to the VPs. This is not surprising as they also have a large number of features 

present. What is surprising is that only one of 12 intervention points has resulted in a VP. Examining 

the intervention points closer reveals that the majority are located in urban areas or close to a base 

which explains why they are sieved out. The reason to this is that while constructing the random 

example data some attention was paid to make it credible and the goal of an intervention must be a 

place of interest, like a base or house.  

This study was all about creating a new method. This, at times, can be very frustrating but also very 

educating. Even though it is based upon the MCA process there is a large gap between what a MCA 

normally produces and the desired result of this method. As the method derives from the normal 

MCA the available literature is only helpful to a certain extent. The gap instead has to be bridged by 

innovation and guesses which at many times lead to dead ends. Many ideas and solutions have been 
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discarded throughout the progress, most of them because they would make the method or result 

unreasonably complicated. Many of these ideas have been attempts to classify how dangerous each 

point is. There simply is no way of assessing this from small scale data. This is also what differentiates 

this method the most from the normal MCA, that the result is Boolean. The question is which spots 

could be considered dangerous, Instead of which point is the most dangerous? Therefore it must be 

argued that the derived method is more than just an applied MCA. Furthermore there are the 

Boolean factor maps. At a first glance they seem to be nothing more than a series of constraint maps. 

But thinking one step further reveals an essential difference, one that could be seen as the very core 

of the difference between factors and constraints. A constraint map excludes areas that for some 

reason are of no interest. A factor map shows that at a certain location a certain influence is present, 

but that does not exclude other areas from being interesting. It does not matter if the value is on a 

scale from 1-100 or true/false. In a method concerning IEDs on small scale data a wider threat scale 

would just give a misleading picture of the accuracy. Even so it is essential that the person using the 

method is aware of what the result means. Just because it is Boolean does not mean that a point is a 

VP, the method can identify places that according to the given factors could be a potential VP and 

that is a big difference. The method is designed to sieve the whole map to show which areas need to 

be followed up by a large scale analysis, which can give a reliable assessment. The area which 

Sweden is responsible for in Afghanistan must be said to be fairly well known by now and this 

method might not reveal to much new information. But arriving at a new scene though, it would give 

a valuable hint of where to start. With the low data requirements an analysis could even be run prior 

to deployment. This is why attention has been paid to keep the method useful in a wider context. 

The countermeasures for example have a minimal influence on the result in this study, even though 

there are probably more of those features in this trial than the average area in Afghanistan. The only 

areas excluded are quite obvious ones and to produce a vulnerability map of this area without 

Countermeasurements would change little in result and usability. In another area this might be very 

different, perhaps many bridges have reliable guards, and then it would be a more important factor. 

Much effort is put into the threat formula to capture the core of manmade threat and hopefully this 

definition could be used in other contexts as well.    

The method is by no means free of weaknesses. The most obvious is that it will take some time to 

digitalize the whole map but with no better data available there is the no way around it. A crucial 

requirement for the method to be useful is that it reduces the time needed to do a search. The 

digitalization of the water could however be reduced to only marking the spots where the water 

crosses a road which would simplify the process somewhat. The drawback of this would be that since 

many afghan roads are no more than tracks, and most military vehicles have the capability of driving 

off road, the map would have to be updated manually every time a new track is used. 

Another problem, of more vital importance to the result, is the intent factor. The reliability of the 

result all comes down almost entirely to the accuracy of the intelligence contributing to the intent 

factor and its interpretation. The analysis could of cause be run without the intent step which would 

produce a map of any spot where a road meets a suspected feature. To strengthen this method the 

Intent factor is the one that should be further research. A development here could also mean that 

Modus Operandi could be incorporated in the analysis. An example is that in some factions it is 

common that the IED is followed by an ambush which also puts further demands on the terrain. 
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It would also be very interesting to put the method trough a trial with real data. Such a test should 

include more than one area and would provide a much needed evaluation in a way that fictional data 

cannot. All this to bring out issues that for some reason do not present themselves in the model data. 

The next step to reduce search time is to provide a seamless bridge between the small scale analysis 

and the follow up large scale analysis. When the analyst finds an interesting area he should just have 

to zoom in, add more detailed data as an aerial photograph and continue the analysis. Preferably 

with a tool that adds all the details from the large scale analysis to the data that will be used when 

running the analysis again.  ArcMap holds all the capabilities for such a process and a plug in 

application can be developed that could provide this functionality. 

7 Conclusion 
The objective of the study was to find a realistic method that automatically can expose possible IED 

sites using small scale map material and the method developed does provide this. It is done through 

a definition of what manmade threat is. The data available is not abundant and unfortunately all 

features possibly constructing a VP cannot be identified. This means that the method is much coarser 

than viewing aerial photographs and the result is less reliable but it still fits the intended role of 

sieving interesting areas for closer examination. A big problem of the method is that the available 

data all except the slopes have to be manually digitalized, raising the time needed to perform the 

method and thus reducing efficiency gains. It is also very dependent on the intent factor. The method 

works well with the example data but should however be thoroughly tested on real data before it 

can be said to be reliable. Once the method is accepted as functioning it should be further 

development to seamlessly let the analyst continue to the large scale analysis.  
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Appendix 
 

 

Figure 25 - Workflow for the entire process. 


